Abstract

Designers who are only familiar with a research environment may have a difficult time adjusting in the industry. This major step is taken by most graduate students when they leave their familiar surroundings to pursue a professional career in a company like Texas Instruments. The objective of this seminar is to highlight some common industry practices, which are often unknown or not emphasized enough in a university environment. Several topics will be presented on how to: schedule a design effort, create effective schematics, floorplans and layouts; put together a solid design review presentation, debug a problem during testing, etc. In addition, several lessons learned will be reviewed which will highlight common industry practices such as failure analysis, yield improvement, etc. The material shown during this seminar should help prepare students to better understand what lies ahead and should also help them during job interviews. By the end of this presentation, students will realize that several of these techniques can be applied even in a research environment. Getting a "jump start" will make the transition from college to industry much easier.
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